
Ref: AISV-9th WR-21st-26th JUNE, 2021

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV from 21st June,
2021 to 26th June, 2021

Pre Primary Section

PRAYER TIME

● God’s Love!
● Sanskrit Shlok - Twamev Mata Cha Pita Twamev

NURSERY

CIRCLE TIME
YOGA/EXERCISE

Kids practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita
twameva" on a daily basis. They also practiced “ॐभभवू� �वः”
They also enjoyed playing Freeze Game.

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Little ones practiced writing Letter C in their notebooks.
They were introduced to the new letter Letter E through video
and objects. They practiced the same in their notebooks.
They even revised writing Letter L, I and C on their slates.

MATHS/
PATTERNS

Tiny tots were introduced to a new shape Rectangle by
showing objects. They practiced the same in their textbooks.

GK/SHOW & TELL Master minds were introduced to different parts of Face.
They made a face mask as a part of the concept.

ART & CRAFT Young artists made a Duck Craft as a part of Yellow Colour
Day Activity.
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LKG

CIRCLE TIME
YOGA/EXERCISE

Kids practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita
twameva" on a daily basis. They also practiced “ॐभभवू� �वः”
They also enjoyed playing Freeze Game.

RHYMES Toddlers excitingly revised “Hot cross buns, I am a little
teapot , Little jack horner, Mary had a little lamb, Two
little feet, Head shoulders & Eight big fingers” and were
introduced to Little froggy & Ten little fingers through video
as well as actions.

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Tiny tots did oral revision of all the alphabets and phonic
sounds (A to L). They practiced writing letters Dd & Ee in
their textbooks and notebooks. They also practiced writing
letter Ee via wet hand tracing and a short game.They were
introduced to letter Ff through slate tracing and writing in
their textbooks.

MATHS/
PATTERNS

Little stars were introduced to the Numbers ‘9 and 0’ through
objects, picture cutouts and practiced writing the same on
the slate & in their textbook. Kids enjoyed the rhyme
“Engine, engine number nine”. Little stars were introduced
to shape - Square through objects. They have enjoyed doing
colouring and drawing in their textbook.

GK/SHOW & TELL Children revised all about the body parts through textual
exercises, show & tell and a fun rhyme “Put the hand on
yourself”.

HINDI Kids revised swar ‘अ to उ ‘ and were introduced to swar ‘ ऊ
and ए’ through picture cutouts and PPT. Kids enjoy writing
“उ, ऊ ” in their notebook and textbook.



STORY TELLING Little musketeers revised the story of Clever Kina with the
actions. They also told the story by themselves.

ART & CRAFT Little artists tried their hands on an activity in their navneet
books where they had to trace letter ऊ with the crayons
and pasted woollen thread in the image on the circle.
Also they showed their creativity by filling the image of
an umbrella with various colours and patterns.

UKG

CIRCLE TIME
YOGA/EXERCISE

Children practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita
twameva" on a daily basis. They also practiced “ॐभभवू� �वः and
व�त�ुड  महाकाय सयू�को�ट नमो नमः” Even they enjoy playing Freeze
game with their class teachers.

STORY Kids enjoyed hearing and reading the story of “The Musical
Donkey” with their class teachers.

ENGLISH Kids revised sight words orally, they also practiced ‘i’ family
cvc words and introduced a new cursive pattern in the notebook.

MATHS Kids were introduced to the Numbers “1 to 50” they write the
same in textbook and notebook. They enjoy watching videos for
number names And write “Number Names 11 to 20” in their
notebook.

GK/SHOW
& TELL

Kids learned about the ‘Family’ . They did the textbook exercise
and also enjoyed drawing pictures of family togetherness.

HINDI Kids enjoy writing “ओ, औ , अ,ं अ: ” in their notebook and they
enjoyed doing actions on “�वर गीत” and “अगं ◌ो” with their
teacher.



IT’S MY BIRTHDAY!!!

GRADE NAMES

NURSERY Mahit Bhatt (2nd June)
Bhakti Patel (10th June)
Dhruv Dewasi (11th June)
Vivaan Patel (22nd June)
Viyan Banodha (22nd June)
Anaya Shah (29th June)

LKG Prisha Jigar Rana ( 3rd June)

UKG Megh Ritesh Kumar Patel (10th June)
Riyan Darpan Shah (16th June)
Jaydatt Sinh Mahida (23rd June)



EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS

● YOGA DAY (21st June 2021)

Little master did various Surya namaskar poses and the teachers shared
the importance of Yoga in their day-to-day life.

● MUSIC DAY (21st June 2021)

Pre primary lil stars had fun listening to the music played by their
teachers and enjoyed the beat by doing the Zumba dance.

● YELLOW COLOUR DAY (25th June 2021)

Nursery tiny tots dressed and turned up in the online session wearing
shades of Yellow. They were introduced to Yellow colour and  also
enjoyed doing craft activity related to Yellow Day.

● 2nd PARENTS WORKSHOP FOR GOOGLE CLASSROOM (26th June 2021)

A workshop was conducted to clarify the doubts and queries of parents,
regarding the Google Classroom.



Primary Section

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS:

Online classes and exams were
conducted for grades 1 to 5 through the
Zoom Cloud Meeting App and 6 to 10
through Google Meet. Students were
taught all the subjects i.e. English,
Hindi, Maths, Science, Social Science,
3rd Language(Gujarati/Sanskrit),
Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance,
Yoga, Art and Craft sessions were also
conducted for the students.

Grade 1

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Revision for oral observation was done.

Math Chapter-3-Addition facts, Number Combinations up to number 5,
fill in the blanks on number combination and addition using number
line was explained by practical demo in the notebook, videos and
other examples. Classwork and practice work for the same was
sent as PDF in google classroom.

Science Revision of chapter 1 and 2 done in the class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Hindi छा�� ने पर��ाल�ी अ�यास काय� प�क� को हल करना श�ु �कया l



Yoga Students learnt 1 to 6 poses of Surya Namaskar. Also learned
wrist and shoulder exercises.

Art & Craft Students drew object drawing and colouring.

Music Students enjoyed bhalu wala aaya song with Action. Student
learnt shloka- करा�े वसत ेल�मी l

Grade 2

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Revision for oral observation was done and an introduction and
explanation of singular and plural naming words were given.

Math Chapter-2-Addition with and without regrouping, the addition of
three one-digit numbers was explained on the whiteboard, maths
apps. Classwork and practice work for the same was sent as PDF in
google classroom.

Science Revision of chapter 1 and 2 done in the class.

Hindi छा�� ने “घुघँ�वाल� �रगं” कहानी के क�ठन श�द , श�द� के अथ� का लेखन और पठन
�कया | ��नो क� चचा� �कया |

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Yoga Students learnt 6 to 12 poses of Surya Namaskar. Also learnt
wrist and shoulder exercises.

Art & Craft Students drew objects drawing and colouring.

Music Students enjoyed bhalu wala aaya song with Action. Student
learnt shloka- करा�े वसत ेल�मी l

Grade 3

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Revision of Practice Paper-Part A and B was done.



Maths Students did the revision of Chapter-1-Numbers up to 10000.
Completed textual exercise of Ch - 1.
Practice test of Maths was conducted through Google from.

Hindi छा�� ने “शर�र के अगं” �हदं� म� �या कहते है उसको जाना , समझा एवं पठन �कया |
पनुरावत�न �कया |

Science Chapter-3-What Animals eat, classification of animals based on
their eating habits, The way different animals eat was explained by
means of ppt, videos and images. Important points were made to
be written in a notebook.

Computer Students were introduced to types of Computer Memory.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students enjoyed drawing a picture composition using scales and
pencils and creating a beautiful scene. They also learned to draw a
peacock and create a composition rendering colours.

Music Students learnt chanda chamke cham cham song and shloka-
करा�े वसत ेल�मी l

Grade 4

SUBJECTS
STUDENTS LEARNED

English Completed the chapter ”The Selfish Sparrow”. Explanation of the
story and reading practice was done.
Practice test of English was conducted through Google from

Math Continuing the chapter “Multiplication of Numbers”, students did
word problems from the textbook. Also, solved the practice paper
for PT1 in the class through a Google form.

Science Completed the chapter “Plant adaptations”. The textbook
exercise was completed in the classroom and notebook work is
assigned.
Practice test of English was conducted through Google from



Social
Science

Chapter-16-Our constitution, Meaning of constitution,
Preamble, election and fundamental rights were explained by
means of video, ppt and giving examples. Extra questions were
given to be written in notebook. Quiz was conducted on quizzes for
revision.

Hindi छा�� ने “दातनु बनी �धन” ��नो क� चचा� �कया और उसका अपनी कॉपी म� लेखन �कया
|

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “ઢ�ગલી ની સાડ�” પાઠ�ુ ંવાચંન ક�ુ� અને ��ોની ચચા� કર�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने Google form म� सं�कृत �वषय का �थम आव�धक पर��ा के पा�य�म का
अ�यास - प� क� प�ूत � क� ।

Computer The chapter, Formatting Text in MS Word was completed along
with a discussion of textual exercises and question and answer. The
practice paper for PT-1 was conducted through a Google form.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance
to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm
and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students learned and enjoyed drawing peacock.

Music Students learnt chanda chamke cham cham song and shloka-
करा�े वसत ेल�मी l

Grade 5

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students appeared for the class test through a Google form.
Revision for PT-1 was done through quizzes.

Math Students were introduced to a new chapter Factors and Multiples,
wherein they came to know about factors and multiples, prime
numbers, composite numbers, co-prime numbers, twin prime
numbers and divisibility test of 2,3,4, 8 and 0. Also, solved the
practice paper for PT1 in the class through a Google form.

Science The components of the nervous system, reflex actions and
types of nerves were discussed in the classroom.
Practice test of Science was conducted through a Google form.



Social
Science

Students appeared for the class test through google form. Revision
for PT-1 was done through quizzes and discussions.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ -11-श�द- भंडार के अतंग�त पया�यवाची एवं �वलोम श�द� को
समझा।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણ માં “વચન” ની સમજ  મેળવી અને તેની ચચા� કર�.

Sanskrit छा�� Google form म� सं�कृत �वषय �थम आव�धक पर��ा के पा�य�म का अ�यास
प� क� प�ूत � क� ।

Computer Students did a revision of shortcut keys and illustration groups in
ms word. The practice paper for PT-1 was done through a Google
form.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing
technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to
close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and
time with “Self”.

Music students learnt hey sharde maa prayer and ye to sach hai ki
bhagwan hai song.

Grade 6

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students revised Grammar and literature chapters for upcoming
PT-1 exams. They also practiced for the exam with practice Paper
Part A.

Maths Continuing the chapter Integer, students came to know about the
multiplication and division of integers. Also, shared the practice
paper for PT1 in the class through a Google form.

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter Sorting of Materials,
wherein they came to know about luxture, texture, hardness, state
and solubility. Also, revision of the practice paper for PT1 was done
in the class through a Google form.

Social
Science

Students appeared for the class test through a Google form.
Revision for PT-1 was done in the virtual classes.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने अप�ठत बोध का पनुरावत�न �कया एवं अप�ठत बोध का �ल�खत क�ा
म�ूयांकन �कया गया।



Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણ માં “વચન” ની સમજ  મેળવી અને તેની ચચા� કર�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने Google form म� �थम आव�धक पर��ा के अ�यास प� क� प�ूत � क� ।

Computer Students did a revision of HTML and mail merge in MS Word. The
practice paper for PT-1 was done through a Google form.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.   

Art & Craft With the repetition of geometrical and ornamental forms kids drew
geometrical design in the textbook ok as well as in the
SketchBook.

Music students learnt hey sharde maa prayer and ye to sach hai ki
bhagwan hai song.

Grade 7

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students revised Grammar and literature chapters for upcoming
PT-1 exams. They also practiced for the exam with practice Paper
Part A.

Math Completed the chapter Rational Number with all textual exercises.
Students enjoyed revision of chapter Rational Number, Integers,
Lines and Angles with the nearpod application by playing in the
classroom. Also, they solved practice paper of maths for PT1
through a Google form.

Science Students appeared for the class test through a Google form.
Revision for PT-1 was done through quizzes and discussions.

Social
Science

In the chapter, “New Kings and Kingdoms” students learned
about the ways of obtaining resources and how the resources were
utilised during the 7th Century. They came to know about the
methods of administration in the kingdoms. Revision for PT-1 was
done in the class.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� को पाठ- 1 "मेर� भावना" का पनुरावत�न करवाया गया।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “નવરા�ી” પાઠ ની સમજ મેળવીને ��ોની ચચા� કર�.



Sanskrit छा�� ने ��चरा भाग 2 के �थम पाठ "सभुा�षता�न "के �लोक� को पनुः समझा ।

Computer The chapter, More on HTML was completed along with a discussion
of textual exercises and question and answer. The practice paper for
PT-1 was conducted through Google form.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing
technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close
their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.   

Art & Craft To get the joy of new creation students prepared flower vase by
taking print of forms of vegetables and leaves. They used cotton Bud
for painting.

Music students learnt hey sharde maa prayer and ye to sach hai ki
bhagwan hai song.

Grade 8

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students revised Grammar and literature chapters for upcoming
PT-1 exams. They also practiced for the exam with practice Paper
Part A.

Math Completed chapter Understanding Quadrilateral with textual
exercises in the classroom and instructed to complete it in the
notebook. They were solved practice paper of maths through a
Google form.

Science-
Biology

Started a new chapter “ Endocrine system and adolescence”
was introduced. The physiological and psychological changes in
adolescent age were discussed, followed by the explanation of
various gland system and their functions in the human body.

Science-
Physics

Students appeared for the class test through a Google form.
Revision for PT-1 was done through quizzes and discussions.

Social
Science

Students appeared for a class test through google form. Revision
for PT-1 was done in the class.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� को पाठ- 1 "�हदं�ुतान हमारा है" का पनुरावत�न करवाया गया।



Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “પોથી પ�ંડત” પાઠ ની સમજ મેળવી , ��ોની ચચા� કર� અને લેખન
ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने ��चरा प�ुतक के L -3- �डजीभारतम ् -पाठ का �हदं� अनवुाद स�हत पठन-पाठन
�कया एवं अ�यास प� के �थम ��न के उ�र �लख� ।

Computer The chapter, Introduction to CSS was completed along with a
discussion of textual exercises and question and answer. The
practice paper for PT-1 was conducted through a Google form.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.   

Art & Craft Students drew the sketch of a player playing cricket in the
creative textbook.

Secondary Section

Grade 9

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students comprehend their knowledge in grammar with
Determiners. Students revised Grammar and literature chapters
for upcoming PT-1 exams.

Math With the revision of polynomials, students were completed all
textual exercises. Also introduced in the chapter “Linear
equation with two variables” using GeoGebra calculator
application.

Science-
Biology &
Physics

Students appeared for the class test. Revision for PT-1 was done
through quizzes and discussions.

Science-
Chemistry

The structure and properties of atoms and molecules was
explained. Students were able to identify the basic difference
between atoms, molecules and different compounds.



Social
Science-
History &
Geography

Students appeared for a class test through G-form. They solved
practice paper part A in the class, followed by a discussion of
the same. Revision for PT-1 was done in the class.

Social
Science-
Economics

Students solved Practice paper part A. Introduction of
Constitutional Design was done.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �याकरण म� पाठ-2 'उपसग� और ��यय' के बारे म� पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Computer Students appeared for revision tests through a Google form.
They also practiced application-based questions in MS Excel.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.    

Grade 10

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Learners also went through the life of Anee Frank with the
prose The Diary of a young girl. Students revised Grammar and
literature chapters for upcoming PT-1 exams.

Hindi छा�� ने संचयन प�ुतक से पाठ "ह�रहर काका " पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Math Continuing the chapter Quadratic Equation, students were
able to solve examples of quadratic equations using all 3
methods, splitting the middle term, making the whole
square method and basic method for finding solutions of a
quadratic equation.

Science-Biology
& Physics

Revision for PT-1 was done through quizzes and discussions.

Science-
Chemistry

Continuing the chapter “Metals and non-metals”, the
ionization properties and images of ionic compounds were
discussed with examples.
A practice test for Chemistry was conducted in the class.



Social Science-
His & Geo

Discussion of textual questions and answers of the chapter,
“Nationalism in India” was done in the class. Based on the
chapter, previous year boards questions were also discussed.

Social Science-
PS. & ECO.

Practice paper part A was solved. Introduction of Money &
Credit was done.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.  

EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS:

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY

On International Yoga Day, students of grade 1 to 10 were engrossed with
GURUKULAM with SURYA NAMASKAR. They also came to know the importance
of Yoga in their day-to-day life to boost immunity, blood circulation, to remain
healthy and strong.

INTERNATIONAL MUSIC DAY

On International Music Day, students of grade 1 to 8 sang different songs with
musical instruments and they also tried a new instrument called Jal Tarang. The
melody of Jal Tarang was showcased and students took initiative to practice the
same at home.




